We consider some combinatorial principles based on playing in parallel several two person games. For in nite games, the determinacy of the games implies these principles, but we show that they can fail for nondetermined games. We pose a question, if these principles, stated for nite games, are provable in weak axiomatic systems for arithmetic (bounded arithmetic).
Introduction
Every nite 2-player game is determined, which means that one of the players has a winning strategy. Our main motivation is to study games from the point of view of computational complexity and bounded arithmetic. As the statement that a game is determined is of too high complexity, we are looking for lower complexity consequences of determinacy. Such statements are likely to provide us with new principles independent of bounded arithmetic. Before seriously considering the task of proving such independence results, it seems reasonable to give some simple justi cation that they may be independent. Therefore, here we consider a simpler problem of giving in nite This work was done mainly while visiting Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, USA, and supported by a grant of the state of New Jersey. Supported by the grant A1019901 of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. models in which such principles fail. We consider countable games, a concept introduced in 1], and which plays an important role in contemporary set theory.
We consider two principles. Both are based on playing simultaneously several games. We call a strategy for playing several games a parallel strategy. The rst principle says, roughly speaking, that when playing the same game simultaneously on two boards with the same player being the rst to move on both, it is not possible that there exists a parallel winning strategy for the rst player to win on at least one board and at the same time there exists a winning strategy for the second player to win on at least one board. This is, clearly, a consequence of the game being determined. We'll show that this principle fails for in nite games.
The second principle talks about playing the same game twice with interchanging the roles of being the player that starts. Trivially, it is not possible that one of the players had a strategy that would guarantee winning in both rounds. We'll show that when playing four such games in parallel, there are in nite games for which this principle fails.
In the last section we pose some open problems on provability of such principles in bounded arithmetic.
In nite games
A game is a subset G f0; 1g ! , where ! = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. For an X 2 f0; 1g ! , the odd elements are the moves of the rst player, the even elements are the moves of the second player and X is viewed as the nal position. If X 2 G then we say that the rst player won, otherwise the second one won. A strategy for the rst (second resp.) player is a function f : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g (f : f0; 1g + ! f0; 1g resp.). We denote by A (A + resp.) the set of all (nonempty resp.) strings of elements of A; denotes the empty string. If X 2 f0; 1g ! is a sequence (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :) and a 2 f0; 1g, then aX denotes (a; x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :)
Playing several games G 1 ; : : : ; G k simultaneously means that the rst player makes the rst moves on all k games, then the second player makes the second moves on all k games etc. Thus a strategy for the rst (second resp.) player is a function f : (f0; 1g k ) ! f0; 1g k (f : (f0; 1g k ) + ! f0; 1g k resp.). To avoid confusion, since some of the k games may be equal, we shall say that they play on k boards.
Playing several games in parallel is like playing one game with a larger of possible moves. Here we consider games with only two moves f0; 1g, so k games correspond to a game with moves f0; 1g k . The combination of games, however, enables us to ask more questions than one can ask for a single game.
Theorem 1 There exists a game G and strategies f and g for playing G simultaneously on two boards such the following holds. f is a strategy for the rst player that ensures that he always wins on at least one board and g is a strategy for the second player that ensures that he always wins on at least one board.
Proof. For this proof, we change a little notation. We denote a nal position in a game by a pair (X I ; X II ) 2 f0; 1g ! f0; 1g ! , where X I are the moves of the rst player and X II are the moves of the second player. Thus a game is a subset G f0; 1g ! f0; 1g ! ; a strategy for the rst player determines x I 0 and for n > 0 it determines x I n from x II 0 ; : : : ; x II n ; a strategy for the second player determines x II n from x I 0 ; : : : ; x I n , for n 0. First we de ne the strategies and then we show how to choose G. The strategies are very simple. The rst player starts with 0 on the rst board and 1 on the other. In his next moves he simply copies second player's moves on the second board to the rst board and copies the second player's moves on the rst board to the second board. The strategy for the second player is exactly the same, except that he plays as the second one. Here are formal de nitions of the strategies f and g. f( ) = (0; 1) and for n 1; f((x II 1 ; y II 1 ) : : : (x II n ; y II n )) = (y II n ; x II n );
g(x I 1 ; y I 1 ) = (0; 1) and for n 2; g((x I 1 ; y I 1 ) : : : (x I n ; y I n )) = (y I n?1 ; x I n?1 ): Now suppose that the rst player uses strategy f and the moves of the second player on the rst (second resp.) board are X II (Y II resp.). Then thenal position on the rst (second resp.) board will be (0Y II ; X II ) ((1X II ; Y II ) resp.). Next suppose that the second player uses strategy g and the moves of the rst player on the rst (second resp.) board are X I (Y I resp.). Then the nal position on the rst (second resp.) board will be (X I ; 0Y I ) ((Y I ; 1X I ) resp.). Thus to prove the theorem it su ces to show that there exists a G such that for every pair of the form ((0Y; X); (1X; Y )) either (0Y; X) 2 G or (1X; Y ) 2 G, and for every pair of the form ((X; 0Y ); (Y; 1X)) either (X; 0Y ) 6 2 G or (Y; 1X) 6 2 G. (In fact, in our construction always exactly one of the two possibilities occurs.) Let E I and E II be the symmetric graphs on f0; 1g ! f0; 1g ! the edges of which are such pairs, thus E I = f((aY; X); ( aX; Y )); X; Y 2 f0; 1g ! ; a 2 f0; 1gg; E II = f((X; aY ); (Y; aX)); X; Y 2 f0; 1g ! ; a 2 f0; 1gg; where a denotes 1 ? a. Clearly, there are no loops in these graphs (this is ensured by having a 6 = a at the same position in the two vertices). It is easily seen that both graphs are, in fact, perfect matchings. (Consider, eg., E I . Clearly every vertex is of the form (aY; X) for some a; X; Y and this vertex uniquely determines the only other vertex connected to it ( aX; Y ).) Consequently, E I E II does not contain odd cycles, hence it is bipartite. Take G to be one of the two blocks of a bipartition of E I E II and we are done.
t u
Since the game in the theorem above is necessarily nondetermined, we get another proof of the existence of nondetermined games.
Let's consider another type of a combination of several games. Two players, called A and B, will play k games G 1 ; : : : ; G k as follows. First they play simultaneously these games on k boards and A starts on each board. This is the same as above and it will be called the rst round. Then they exchange the roles and play the same k games; this is the second round. Exchanging roles means that in the second round B starts on all boards. Parallel strategies are de ned in the same natural way as above. In particular, in the second round the moves of the strategy depend on everything that happened in the rst round. Formally, a strategy for A is a pair of mappings (h; H) such that h : (f0; 1g k ) ! f0; 1g k ; and H : (f0; 1g ! ) k (f0; 1g k ) + ! f0; 1g k ; (h is for the rst round, H is for the second round).
If the games are determined, then none of the players has a strategy that would ensure him winning twice on the same board. We'll show that this consequence of determinacy may fail.
Theorem 2
1. There are games G 1 ; : : : ; G 4 and a strategy (h; H) for A that ensures him to win twice on at least one of the four boards.
2. There are no such games and strategies for k = 1; 2; 3.
Proof. 1. Let G 1 = : : : = G 4 = G, where G is the game from Theorem 1. Let f; g be the strategies from that theorem. A's strategy is as follows. In the rst round he uses f for the rst two boards and, independently, he uses it also for the last two boards. This ensures him winning on at least two boards in the rst round. In the second round he applies g to two boards on which he won in the rst round (ignoring the other two). This ensures him winning on at least on one of them also in the second round.
2. Let k = 1 and suppose (h; H) is such a strategy. Then, in particular, h is a winning strategy for the rst player in G 1 . Hence G 1 is determined and (h; H) cannot work.
Let k = 2 and suppose (h; H) is such a strategy. First observe that h cannot ensure A always winning on both boards in the rst round. If this were so, then B could use h to defeat A on both boards in the second round. Suppose w.l.o.g. that A playing h can loose on the rst board. In the rst round, if he looses on the rst board he has to win on the second. Let X (Y resp.) be moves of B in the rst round such that A playing h looses on the rst board and wins on the second one. Then H(X; Y; ?; ?) : (f0; 1g 2 ) + ! f0; 1g 2 is a parallel strategy for A that ensures him winning on the second board. Let us substitute (000 : : :) for the moves of player B on the rst board. Then H(X; Y; 000 : : :; ?) : f0; 1g + ! f0; 1g is a winning strategy for the second player in game G 2 . If B plays this strategy on the second board in the rst round and zeros in the second round, then the problem is reduced to case k = 1.
Finally, let k = 3 and, again, suppose (h; H) is such a strategy. The same argument as above shows that B can play against h so that he wins at least on one board in the rst round. Suppose it is the rst board. Let X; Y; Z be the moves by which he can achieve it. Then player A must win on the second or on the third board in the second round. Hence, H(X; Y; Z; 000 : : :; ?; ?) is a parallel strategy for the pair of games G 2 ; G 3 that ensures the second player winning at least on one board.
Suppose that in the rst round A plays h and B uses H(X; Y; Z; 000 : : :; ?; ?) on the second and the third boards. Suppose that in such a case B will never win on the rst board (we are still considering only the rst round). It means that this combination of strategies h and H(X; Y; Z; 000 : : :; ?; ?) is a winning strategy for the rst player in game G 1 . As B can use this strategy to win on the rst board in the second round, we have eliminated the rst game. For two games we have shown it already above.
It remains to consider the case when B playing H(X; Y; Z; 000 : : :; ?; ?) on the last two boards can also win on the rst board, assuming A is playing h. Then we know that B playing against A that uses h can win on at least two boards. Suppose w.l.o.g. he wins on the rst two boards. Then A has to win on the third board in the second round. Then, in the same way as above, we get a winning strategy for the second player in G 3 . Once we have a winning strategy for G 3 , the problem is reduced to two games again. t u 3 Games in bounded arithmetic
In this section we brie y explain the relevance of these concepts to the research in bounded arithmetic and proof complexity. By bounded arithmetic we mean the rst order theory that results from Peano Arithmetic when the induction schema is restricted to bounded formulas. To enable such theory to formalize polynomial time computations, one has also to add an axiom saying that x log x is a total function. There are various presentations of this theory denoted by I 0 + 1 , S 2 , T 2 etc., see 2]. In bounded arithmetic it is possible to formalize not only deterministic polynomial time computations (for this a smaller fragment su ces), but also computations with any nite number of alternations, put otherwise, computations with an oracle in the Polynomial Hierarchy.
Finite two player games can be naturally formalized in bounded arithmetic. Suppose that we are working in bounded arithmetic and n is a number such that 2 n exists; thus we can talk about sequences of 0's and 1's of length n. We'll assume that G, the set of strings of length n that are winning positions for the rst player, is de nable and the de nition gives a polynomial time decision algorithm. In general G cannot be coded by a number as it may be too large. It is well-known that it is PSPACE-complete to determine which of the players has a winning strategy. Therefore we do not expect that one can describe all strategies by computations in Polynomial Hierarchy. Thus, most likely, it is not possible to express in bounded arithmetic that every nite game is determined. Nevertheless, interesting statements can be produced using only strategies of low complexity. We conjecture that this principle is unprovable in bounded arithmetic. A principle corresponding to Theorem 1 can be formalized in the same way, we leave it to the reader. Though the Four Game Principle is somehow related to the consistency of bounded arithmetic (as will be shown in a paper in preparation), it seems unlikely that its independence of bounded arithmetic will be proved with currently available techniques. Thus it is more promising to try the oracle version, where the games and the strategy are given as a new uninterpreted predicate and new uninterpreted functions. Note that part 2 of Theorem 2 easily translates to bounded arithmetic. Thus four is the least number for which we might prove independence of such a principle. Can one reduce the corresponding principles for k > 4 to it?
